The history of humbucking pickups
From the basics, using two vertical coils to create a humbucking effect was
not a new thing since the late 50´s. Seth Lover, inventor of the world
famous Gibson PAF pickup, showed the world several designs for exactly
such a humbucking pickup in his US patent 2 896 491 (see below).
His most famous design was the socalled PAF pickup, shown in figure 2, 3, 5
and 6 of the patent.
One of the coils was equipped with a row of adjustable polepieces, to
compensate the volume of each individual string - a very important sales fact
at this time ! This version of the humbucking pickup is today known as the
classical PAF pickup all over the world.
Less popular are the designs shown in figure 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 of the
patent, which Gibson used for the very big bass pickups in the neck position
of their Gibson electrical basses. For this pickup Gibson used full-length coils
and not half-length coils as shown in the patent, so each coil supported all
strings. Other than shown in figure 13, the magnet was not placed in the
middle (position #31), but an individual AlNiCo magnet was placed on the
outside of each coil (position #35). In the center of the pickup (position #31)
you can find the four polepieces.
Bill Lawrence was inspired by this design, and miniaturized it in a very clever
way. He put both magnets into the coils, in the center position (position
#31) he installed a piece of high-quality Mu-metal with the upper side visible
as a blade on top of the pickup. On each outside of the spool (figure 13,
position #35) he also installed small pole-metals, ending shortly below the
top of the pickup, so they were not visible.
Later on, Don Lace developed another pickup with vertical coils and a very
clever shape.
The conecpt of the vertical coils was not so common as the much more
popular stacked-coils or twin-blades design.

